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Experimental study of the competition between Kondo and RKKY interactions for
Mn spins in a model alloy system
J.J. Pre´jean,1, ∗ E. Lhotel,1 A. Sulpice,1 and F. Hippert2
1 Centre de Recherches sur les Tre`s Basses Tempe´ratures, CNRS, BP 166
F-38042 Grenoble Cedex-9, France
2Laboratoire des Mate´riaux et du Ge´nie Physique, ENSPG,
BP46, 38402 Saint Martin d’He`res Cedex, France.
The quasicrystal Al − Pd−Mn is a model system for an experimental study of the competition
between Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida (RKKY) and Kondo interactions. First, specific of such
alloys, only a few Mn atoms carry an effective spin and their concentration x is tunable over several
orders of magnitude, even though the Mn amount is almost constant. Second, the characteristic
energy scales for the interactions lie in the Kelvin range. Hence we could study the magnetization
on both side of these energy scales, covering a range of temperatures [0.1-100 K] and magnetic fields
(µBH/kB = 0 to 5 K) for 22 samples and x varying over 2 decades. Using very general Kondo
physics arguments, and thus carrying out the data analysis with no preconceived model, we found
a very robust and simple result: The magnetization is a sum of a pure Kondo (TK = 3.35K) and
a pure RKKY contributions, whatever the moment concentration is and this surprisingly up to
the concentration where the RKKY couplings dominate fully and thus cannot be considered as a
perturbation.
PACS numbers: 61.44.Br,75.20.Hr,75.30.Hx
Keywords:
I. INTRODUCTION
In the early seventies, experimentalists met the prob-
lem of the competition between Kondo and RKKY inter-
actions when studying the magnetic properties of dilute
alloys. The latter were noble metals in which one adds
3d transition atoms, called ”impurities”, such as Fe in
Cu1. Later, this problem arose again when concentrated
alloys, containing rare earth elements such as Ce or Y b,
became the subject of numerous studies. From a the-
oretical point of view, to solve this problem remains a
challenge in contrast with the two limiting cases (pure
RKKY, pure Kondo) which are well understood. It is
mainly because the two interactions originate from the
same anti-ferromagnetic coupling λS.s which develops on
the moment site between the spin S of the local moment
and the spins s of the conduction electrons. Consequently
the same ingredients govern the two characteristic energy
scales which emerge in this problem, although in a differ-
ent way. These ingredients are the exchange constant λ
and the electronic density of states (DOS) at the Fermi
level, denoted ρ in the following. One energy scale is
the bare Kondo temperature2 defined in the absence of
RKKY couplings: TK0 ∝ EF× exp [−1/|λ| ρ]. It char-
acterizes a single moment effect: The coupling between
the local moment and the surrounding electronic cloud
leads to the formation of a non-magnetic singlet when
the temperature is decreased below TK0. The other en-
ergy scale originates in the RKKY interaction JijSiSj
which couples the spins of two moments i and j, rij
apart. This interaction is mediated by the spin polar-
ization of the conduction electrons which is induced by
the λS.s couplings. The Jij ∝ λ2ρ × cos(2kF rij)/r3ij al-
ternates in sign rapidly with distance, generating either
a ferromagnetic or an anti-ferromagnetic interaction be-
tween the two moments, according to the value of rij .
Thus, for given λ and ρ values, the only experimental
parameter which can modify the relative weight of the
RKKY and Kondo interactions is the distance rij which
governs the pair interaction Jij . In real alloys, one deals
with a collection of moments. For this case, one has first
to turn to a macroscopic level to define an energy scale TJ
characterizing the presence of RKKY couplings. In the
same way as we defined TK0 in the absence of RKKY
coupling, we can define symmetrically TJ in case of a
vanishing Kondo interaction for all spins. In real alloys,
when Kondo effects are negligible, one can identify the
TJ with the temperature at which a magnetic transition
occurs due to the RKKY couplings. This transition can
be either (anti)ferromagnetic-like for regular systems or
spin-glass-like for sufficiently disordered configurations.
Let us consider in the latter category systems where the
moment concentration x can be varied, whereas the non
magnetic matrix remains unchanged. Then, the mean
distance r¯ between moments is the only variable param-
eter which allows to change TJ , the TK0 remaining con-
stant (at least when λ and ρ are unaffected by the intro-
duction of foreign chemical species in the matrix). In this
case, TJ scales with x because Jij ∝ 1/r3ij and 1/r¯3 ∝ x.
In the present paper, we are interested in this type of
systems. At this stage, let us consider the optimum con-
ditions necessary to carry out a thorough experimental
study. First, the best is to have compounds where TJ ,
and thus x, can be actually varied by orders of magnitude,
because of the logarithmic Kondo behavior. The second
condition concerns the magnitudes of the characteristic
temperatures. Indeed, for each sample, it is desirable to
perform measurements at temperatures T (and µBH/kB
2for field studies) ranging from well below up to well above
TJ and TK0. In practice, it means characteristic temper-
atures lying in the Kelvin range for magnetization studies
because of the temperature and field ranges of the avail-
able magnetometers. Note that the most favorable case3
is that where the magnetic atoms are Mn++ with their
g = 2, S = 5/2 ground state. They exhibit a zero or-
bital moment, thus an isotropic low temperature Kondo
singlet which is not sensitive to crystal field effects.
To satisfy fully all the previously mentioned conditions
is difficult to achieve for most dilute alloys because of
the solubility limit (Fe in Cu for instance), the magni-
tude of TK0 (> 10 K for Fe in Cu, < 5 mK for Mn
in Cu) and/or a large orbital moment. In contrast, the
Al−Pd−Mn quasicrystalline (QC) phase satisfies these
conditions. Consider two opposite behaviors described
previously in separate papers. The first one is that of
a Al − Pd−Mn QC sample, here denoted by R, which
behaves as a pure spin-glass4. See Fig.1: Here, the re-
ported magnetization M(T ) is measured in a very small
d.c. field H = 8.6 Oe. So one can identify the linear
susceptibility χ with M/H . The sample was first cooled
down to 2 K in zero field. Then the field was applied
andM was measured at increasing temperatures. In this
so-called zero-field cooling process (ZFC), M is found to
exhibit a cusp at a temperature Tg equal to 3.6 K. When
the sample is cooled from high temperatures down to
2 K in 8.6 Oe (field-cooling process), the magnetization
equals that measured in ZFC down to about Tg but ex-
hibits a plateau below Tg. In addition, one notes that the
χ(T ) follows a pure Curie behavior above Tg, from 4.5 K
up to 100 K. This is clearly evident in Fig.2 where χ is
observed to vary linearly with 1/T . Altogether the sus-
ceptibility cusp, this type of observed magnetic hysteresis
and the Curie behavior just above Tg are characteristic
of spin glasses. Moreover, the pure 1/T dependence of
χ(T ) from about Tg up to 30 × Tg indicates an equal
weight of the ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic in-
teractions. In summary, no indication of the presence
of Kondo effects is apparent in this sample and, in this
case, TJ can be identified with Tg: TJ = 3.6 K. The
opposite case is provided by a sample, here denoted by
B−b as in Ref.5, the magnetic behavior of which could be
dominated by the Kondo couplings. This sample is less
magnetic by two orders of magnitudes than sample R: It
can be readily seen from the comparison between the two
vertical scales used in Fig.2 to represent the susceptibility
of both samples in the same diagram. It follows that, in
the absence of Kondo couplings, one should find a TJ for
sample B−b about 100 times smaller than that of sample
R, thus equal to 30-50 mK. Besides that, we could not de-
tect any susceptibility cusp nor magnetic hysteresis down
to 100 mK for this sample, as shown in Sec. III. Another
strong difference with the behavior of sample R is the oc-
currence of a marked continuous curvature of the χ(1/T )
curve over the whole [2 K-150 K] T -range: See Fig.2.
One notes that this curvature is negative: When T is de-
creased, the χ is smaller and smaller than that given by
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FIG. 1: Magnetization M for H = 8.6 Oe of sample R rep-
resented in a diagram M/H vs. T for T from 2K up to 10K.
The zero-field-cooled (ZFC) magnetization (solid circles) ex-
hibits a cusp at a temperature Tg = 3.6 K. Below Tg, the field-
cooled (FC) magnetization (open circles) exhibits a plateau
characteristic of spin-glasses. The curves are guides for the
eye.
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FIG. 2: Susceptibility of samples R and B − b shown in a
diagram χ vs. 1/T . The solid curves are fits: linear fit for
sample R and Curie-Weiss fit for sample B − b.
χ ∝ 1/T of a noninteracting (TK0 = 0;TJ = 0) paramag-
net. This suggests the presence of antiferromagnetic-like
interactions. The problem is to know their origin: Kondo
or RKKY couplings? In particular, local chemical order
which can exist in dilute alloys is known to lead to large
deviations from a Curie behavior6 at T ≫ Tg. Actually,
in the present case, transport results are in strong favor
of the presence of Kondo couplings: See Ref.7 where the
present sample is denoted B − II. Within the Kondo
hypothesis, the order of magnitude of the Kondo tem-
perature TK can be obtained from a Curie-Weiss fit of
3the susceptibility: χ = C/(T + θ), over a restricted tem-
perature range. For sample B − b, one finds θ = 2.5 K
when the analysis is performed from 10 K to 150 K, thus
a TK (∼ θ) lying in the Kelvin range. At this stage, the
question is the following: How does the magnetic behav-
ior evolve when one changes progressively the moment
concentration from that of sample B − b, with presum-
ably dominating Kondo couplings, to that of sample R
with pure RKKY couplings ? To answer this question,
we performed a study for 22 samples with a x varying
by 2 orders of magnitude spanning its range from that of
sample B − b to sample R.
Up to now, we have put aside the specificity of theMn
magnetism in the QC phases. But we must consider, even
briefly, the very intriguing problem of the formation of ef-
fective moments in the present material. First, we recall
that the Al− Pd−Mn QC phase is thermodynamically
stable only for a narrow range of compositions, contain-
ing a rather large amount of Mn, about 8 at%. But
only a very few Mn atoms appear to carry an effective
spin. Interestingly enough for our study, the fraction of
magnetic Mn has been found to vary by orders of mag-
nitude just from very slight composition changes5. This
is even more interesting in our case since Mn atoms are
a component of the structure. Thus those Mn atoms
carrying an effective spin are not considered as a differ-
ent chemical species. So the electronic structure could
be very little affected by large variations of the moment
concentration, which is a singular advantage that stan-
dard alloys cannot present. To give more details, let us
recall that the Curie constant of Al − Pd −Mn QC is
found to be two or three orders of magnitude smaller than
that calculated when all the Mn atoms are assumed to
carry a spin S = 5/2. For instance, the Curie constant of
sample R (B − b) is 17 (2000 respectively) times smaller
than that expected if all the Mn atoms carry a spin 5/2.
The latter is calculated from the standard formula for the
Curie constant of a paramagnet: C = αxS(S + 1), with
α = Ng2µ2B/3kB, g = 2 (N denotes the total number
of atoms). Note that the only measurement of the Curie
constant, ∝ xS(S+1), cannot provide separate values of
x and S. So, because the x value is a priori unknown
in any sample, several studies must be carried to deduce
the magnitude of S: One could get a S value equal to
about 5/2 from the analysis of the field curvatures of the
magnetization4,8, taking into account the magnetic in-
teractions. Consequently, the x value must be small to
explain the magnitude of C, which has been confirmed
by NMR studies9,10 which locally probes the magnetism:
Most of the Mn atoms do not carry an effective electronic
spin (at least at the time scale of the nuclear relaxation).
In the present paper, we are interested in the interac-
tions which affect the few Mn atoms which do carry an
effective spin.
The paper is organized as follows. We present briefly
our samples in Sec. II and the linear susceptibility data
in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we analyze the χ(T ) with Kondo
models (first with a single TK and subsequently with a
broad TK distribution), which we extend to the magne-
tization in larger fields. The summary, discussion and
possible microscopical pictures are developed in Sec. V
before the conclusion (Sec. VI).
II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL
Let us recall that the quasicrystals are metallic phases
which exhibit a long range order with a five-fold sym-
metry. In the case of the thermodynamically stable
Al−Pd−Mn QC phase, one can grow large sized single
grains of high structural quality. It is very favorable for
our study because the moment concentration is very sen-
sitive to both the chemical composition and local atomic
order5. So the best is to avoid grain boundaries where the
moment concentration could be different from that in the
bulk. We studied 22 samples issued from 15 pieces cut
in 11 single grains (denoted by capitals) of slightly differ-
ent composition (within 21.5-22.5 at% of Pd and 7.5-8.7
at% of Mn). The grains were grown with the Czochral-
ski method. We drew advantage of the sensitivity of the
moment concentration to the annealing procedure to get
successively ”samples” of different moment concentration
from the same QC piece, as described in Ref. 5. For
samples cut in grains A, B, C, E, G, H , one can re-
fer to a previous paper5 where many details are given
about the preparation, the composition, the required pre-
cautions for cutting pieces of homogeneous composition,
the heat treatments and the atomic structure. Here the
sample notations are those used in Refs.5 and 7. For 18
samples, partial magnetic studies have been previously
published4,5,7, but with no systematic Kondo analysis.
The only sample which is not issued from a single grain
is that denoted R. It is melt-spun because of its com-
position, Al71Pd18Mn11, out of the stability range. It is
more magnetic than the present other samples and thus
one expects the presence of grain boundaries to be of little
importance, because the average moment concentration
is large in this sample. We measured the magnetization
and the susceptibility of all samples using SQUID mag-
netometers described in Ref.5. All the data presented in
the following are corrected from the diamagnetic contri-
butions in the way indicated in Ref.5.
III. MAGNETIZATION AND SUSCEPTIBILITY
The main features of the magnetization M of sample
B − b are shown in Fig.3 where we represent its field de-
pendence measured up to 50 kOe (µ0H = 5 Tesla) at
different constant temperatures T ≥ 2K. The M(H)
curves follow the behavior of a magnetization due to
localized moments in a paramagnetic regime. Indeed,
first, the initial slope, that is the linear susceptibility χ,
decreases continuously at increasing temperatures. Sec-
ond, the magnetization is H-linear up to fields larger and
larger at increasing temperatures. It allows one to escape
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FIG. 3: Field dependence of the magnetization M [corrected
from the diamagnetic contribution (in emu/g): ≈ −4×10−7×
H ] for sample B−b at different constant temperatures (T ≥ 2
K). The curves are guides for the eye.
systematic measurements ofM(H) at fixed temperatures
to deduce χ(T ). Indeed, it is sufficient to measure the
magnetization M(Hm, T ) as a function of the tempera-
ture in a constant measurement field Hm. The condition
to identify χ(T ) for T ≥ 2 K with M(Hm, T )/Hm is sim-
ply that Hm lies in the initial field range where M(H)
is field-linear to better than 1% at 2 K. We used this
method to obtain the χ data of all the samples shown in
Fig.4. For some selected samples, we have also measured
the magnetization in d.c. fields and the low frequency
(1 Hz) a.c. susceptibility χa.c. down to 100 mK. For the
very weakly magnetic sample B − b, we could not detect
any a.c. susceptibility peak down to 110 mK. For more
magnetic samples, namely C − a, E − a2 and E − a3,
the χa.c.(T ) is observed to exhibit a cusp at a sample
dependent temperature denoted Tg: See Fig.5. These
data add to those previously published4 for more mag-
netic samples: M − a (Tg = 1.1 K) and R (Tg = 3.6
K). We also studied the zero-field cooled and field cooled
magnetizations obtained in d.c. fields below Tg for sam-
ples E−a2 and E−a3: We recovered the same magnetic
hysteresis features (not shown here) as those observed for
sample R presented in Fig.1.
Let us summarize our results. First, we have studied
samples which allow us to follow the evolution of the mag-
netic behavior when changing the moment concentration
over two orders of magnitude: From that of B−b to that
of sample R. Second, the same sample exhibits contin-
uous χ(1/T ) curvatures at moderate and large tempera-
tures, here attributed to Kondo effects, and a spin glass
transition at low temperature, that we showed for sev-
eral samples. Third, we observe an opposite variation of
the relative weights of the Kondo and RKKY effects. On
one hand, the Tg is found to increase for samples which
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FIG. 4: The d.c. susceptibility (for T ≥ 2K) is represented in
a diagram χ vs. 1/T for 22 samples. Here, χ = M/Hm (see
text) with Hm = 1 kOe for all samples except for the more
magnetic ones: 200 Oe for E−a2 and E−a3 and about 10 Oe
for M − a and R. Note the different vertical scales required
by the drastic sample-dependence of the susceptibility. The
solid curves are Kondo fits within the one-TK model
are more and more magnetic. Thus with increasing mo-
ment concentration: From 0.23 K for sample C−a up to
3.6 K for sample R (See Fig.5 in connection with Fig.4).
This feature agrees well with the behavior expected for
RKKY spin-glasses. On the other hand, the χ(1/T ) cur-
vatures are found to decrease with increasing moment
concentration. This can be observed directly from the
evolution shown in Fig. 4 and appears even clearer in
Fig.6 where we plotted χ/C∗ vs. 1/T . Here, C∗ is a
parameter calculated for each sample in order to get the
best superposition as possible of the χ(1/T ) curves in
the [20K-100K] T -range. Although purely phenomeno-
logical, this plot shows that the curvature of χ(1/T ) is
more and more pronounced when the sample is less and
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FIG. 5: Temperature dependence of the a.c. susceptibility
χa.c. for four samples (ha.c. = 1 Oe, frequency 1 Hz). Note
that Tg values of 1.1 K and 3.6 K have been reported for
samples M − a and R in Ref.4
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FIG. 6: Normalized susceptibility χ/C∗ vs. 1/T. Only a few
curves are shown for sake of clarity.
less magnetic. Thus when the single-moment limit is ap-
proached: Compare Fig.6 and 4. Surely, this observation
reinforces our hypothesis of Kondo effects being at the
origin of the χ(1/T ) curvatures. But in turn, this shows
that the RKKY couplings end by killing the χ(1/T ) cur-
vatures when the moment concentration is increased. At
this stage, one needs a quantitative data analysis in order
to understand the relative role of the RKKY and Kondo
interactions. This is the aim of the next section.
IV. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
We attributed the χ(1/T ) curvatures observed above
2 K, thus above Tg, to Kondo effects. So, we chose to
analyze these curvatures in a very simple way, i.e. fitting
our data with a pure Kondo model. Only in a second
step, we shall discuss the evolution of the values of the
fitting parameters with the moment concentration and,
thus, in view of the RKKY coupling effects. In a first
attempt (Sec. IVA), we use the simplest Kondo model
with a single interaction energy scale (denoted TKeff )
for a given sample. Subsequently (IVB), we extend the
analysis when assuming the existence of a broad TK dis-
tribution.
A. One-TK Kondo analysis
We first analyze the χ(T ) data using a genuine Kondo
model implying only one energy scale, TK . Instead of
fitting these data with a Curie-Weiss law, we use the
results3,11,12 obtained from the n-channel Kondo model,
assumed to be suited to the case S > 1/2. In case of
n = 2S, the Kondo susceptibility χK(T ) for S > 1/2 be-
haves as that for S = 1/2. In particular, it reaches a sat-
urated value χK(T = 0) (∝ 1/TK) when T → 0, in strong
contrast with the Curie susceptibility which diverges as
1/T . With the definition of TK given in Appendix A, one
obtains Eq.A3 and thus:
χK(T, TK) =
0.616× αxS
TK
F (
T
TK
),withF (0) = 1 (1)
where α = Ng2µ2B/3kB and where we put S = 5/2.
F (T/TK) has been found
11,12 to be almost independent
on S at low and moderate T/TK. Thus it can be identi-
fied with that one obtained for S = 1/2. In the present
section, we neglect the deviations (commented in Ap-
pendix A) of F (T/TK) from the S = 1/2 results at larger
T/TK . So, we fit the χ(T ) data at all temperatures,
using the F (T, TK) (shown in Fig.7) calculated numeri-
cally from the S = 1/2 results13,14 and as explained in
Appendix A. The fit is quite satisfactory for each sam-
ple over two temperature decades, from 2 K up to 100
K. In Fig.4 the solid curves are the fitting curves. For
each sample, the fit provides the values of two parame-
ters: The Kondo temperature which governs the χ(1/T )
curvature and the moment concentration which governs
the susceptibility amplitude. The present analysis be-
ing a first attempt, we cannot assert however at this
stage that the latter parameters represent really the ac-
tual Kondo temperature and the exact moment concen-
tration. Thus, in the following, we call them an effective
Kondo temperature TKeff and an effective moment con-
centration xeff respectively. Once the TKeff and xeff
are deduced from the susceptibility of each sample, we
can replot the χ(T ) data of all the samples in the scal-
ing diagram: χ × TKeff/(0.616αSxeff) vs. Log(t) with
610-2 10-1 1 101 102
0
1
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FIG. 7: Kondo scaling for all the samples (except R) for T ≥
2K
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t = T/TKeff , which proceeds from formula Eq.1: See
Fig.7. Then, all the data are superposed on the theoret-
ical F (t) curve. Next, we comment on the sample de-
pendence of TKeff and xeff . We found a TKeff varying
widely, by a factor 10, when the xeff value varies by a
factor 40, from 1.4× 10−4 for sample B− b to 5.4× 10−3
for sample M − a: See Fig.8. Strikingly enough, the
TKeff seems to follow a power law over the present xeff -
range: TKeff ∼ x−0.55±0.05eff . Qualitatively, the TKeff
variation is not really a surprise: The TKeff value re-
flects the amplitude of the χ(1/T ) curvatures, which was
found to decrease at increasing moment concentration.
Here, the new result is that we have quantitative TKeff
data. In conclusion, it seems possible to fit successfully
the χ(T ) data above 2 K with a pure Kondo law. But
one has to investigate the possible origins of the strong
dependence of TKeff on xeff . For that, let us assume
in the following discussion that xeff reflects the real mo-
ment concentration x. Let us first stick to our starting
hypothesis of a single energy scale, the TKeff , governing
the χ(T ) behavior outside the spin-glass ordered phase.
Then, one can imagine two different attractive scenar-
ios, each accounting for the TKeff (xKeff ) variation. In
the first one, TKeff is a standard Kondo temperature but
renormalized by the RKKY couplings. This looks reason-
able since the value of Tg can be comparable with that
of TKeff : See Fig.8. In addition, one observes the Tg to
vary with xeff (Tg ∝ x0.8±0.1eff ) in a way opposite to that
of TKeff (∝ x−0.55eff ). So, one can conjecture TKeff to be
a function of both the bare (no RKKY) Kondo temper-
ature TK0 and the RKKY (no Kondo) energy scale TJ
(∝ xeff ) in such a way that TKeff decreases from TK0 at
vanishing xeff to zero when xeff increases sufficiently.
The second scenario is that of the so-called exhaustion
principle15. Here, the RKKY couplings above Tg are ig-
nored, but one is interested in the number ne of conduc-
tion electrons available to screen the Mn spins. These
electrons are of energy lying within TK from the Fermi
level: ne ≈ ρ×TK. To treat our case, we use the value of
the DOS ρ deduced from specific heat results4,16,17 and
put a TK equal to 1.2 K which is our largest TKeff value.
Then we find a ne which is, depending on xeff , 70 to 2500
times smaller than the number 2S×Nxeff which should
be necessary to screen all the Mn spins. In that case,
Nozie`res15 proposed to introduce a coherence tempera-
ture Tcoh below which the standard low-T Kondo regime
occurs. This Tcoh, which could be the TKeff in our case,
is predicted to equal at most TK × ne/2SNxeff , where
TK is the actual Kondo temperature (no exhaustion). It
is a prediction (Tcoh ∝ 1/xeff ) which is qualitatively in
agreement with our result: TKeff ∝ x−0.55eff .
The common feature of the two previous scenarios is a
susceptibility reaching its saturation value below TKeff .
However, up to now, we only explored the temperature
regime above 2 K while we found TKeff values always
smaller than 2 K (See Fig.8). So we missed the low-T
regime i.e. T/TKeff < 1 (See Fig.7) and thus an im-
portant data set. However, to extend the Kondo study
below TKeff requires a Tg much lower than TKeff . See
Fig.8: Sample B−b is a good candidate for such a study.
Its TKeff is large (1.2 K) and its Tg, if it exists, is well
below 0.1 K (Sec. III). In the diagram χ vs. 1/T in
the upper part of Fig.9, we show the data obtained down
to 2 K together with the Kondo fit which provides the
values of xeff and TKeff for this sample. In the lower
part of Fig.9 we show the same data plus those obtained
down to 110 mK in the same type of diagram but now
extended up to 1/T = 10 K−1. Also, we show the previ-
ous fit χK(T, TKeff) that we extrapolated down to 0.1 K.
One could expect the χ(T ) to reach its saturation value
below TKeff as suggested from the extrapolated fitting
curve. But it is obviously far from being the case: The
low-T data are well above this curve. The same feature
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FIG. 9: Susceptibility of sample B − b vs. 1/T : down to 2 K
in the upper diagram and down to 0.1 K in the lower diagram.
The susceptibility below 2 K was obtained from d.c. (d.c. field
100 Oe) and a.c. (hac = 1 Oe) measurements. Here we show
the Kondo curve fit obtained above 2 K when using a single-
TK (solid curve) and a two-TK model (dashed curve). Also,
we show the χK(T, TKeff ) fitting curve extrapolated down to
0.1 K, the χK1(T ) (both diagrams) and χK2(T ) = αSx2 ∗ /T
(upper diagram) curves calculated with the x1, x
∗
2 and TK1
values for this sample.
is observed for a more magnetic sample, C−a, of smaller
TKeff (0.46 K) but nevertheless larger than Tg (0.23 K):
See Fig.10. Such results question the validity of our start-
ing hypothesis of a simple (n = 2S)-Kondo susceptibility.
Two scenarios within the n-channel Kondo model can ex-
plain the absence of saturation of χ(T ) when T goes to
0: That one where n 6= 2S with a single TK and that
one where n = 2S but with a broad TK distribution. For
the n 6= 2S scheme, two cases are considered18. In the
undercompensated case (n < 2S), the spin is only par-
tially compensated: It remains a spin S′ = S − n/2 at
low temperature, obeying a Curie behavior (χ ∝ 1/T ).
In the overcompensated case (n > 2S), the χ(T ) is ex-
pected to vary as (T/TK)
τ−1 at low temperature with
τ = 4/(n + 2). In the case of sample B − b, we find a
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FIG. 10: Same as Fig.9 but for sample C−a. The data below
2 K are a.c. susceptibility (hac = 1 Oe).
χ(T ) varying as T u with u decreasing slightly with the
temperature, equal to nearly 0.55 for 0.14 K < T < 0.5 K,
from which one deduces n ≈ 5 (hence a spin which has to
be assumed smaller than 5/2). However, these (n 6= 2S)-
models suppose the susceptibility to be governed by a
x-independent TK and thus to be simply proportional
to the moment concentration, which is inconsistent with
our results. Let us consider the alternative hypothesis:
n = 2S but with a broad TK-distribution P (TK). Then,
the χ(1/T ) curvatures observed well above 2 K could be
accounted for by the existence of large Kondo tempera-
tures whereas the absence of saturation of χ(T ) at very
low temperatures could be explained by the existence
of very low TK values. In the present case, one has to
assume the shape of P (TK) to depend on the moment
concentration to account for our results. Indeed, in this
case, the evolution of P (TK) with the moment concentra-
tion leads to that of our fitting parameter TKeff because
the latter is obtained from fits carried over a fixed tem-
perature window (2 K-100 K). This working hypothesis
is examined in the next section.
B. Kondo analysis with a TK distribution
Let us summarize the main result of Appendix B. A
Kondo susceptibility χK(T, TK) averaged over a broad
TK distribution can be described by the sum of a limited
number of single-TK Kondo susceptibilities χKi(T, TKi).
For instance, using formula Eq.1 for χK(T, TK), one can
write: χKi(T, TKi) = xiS × (0.616α/TKi) × F (T/TKi)
where the xi are parameters having the dimension of a
moment concentration. The number of terms in the sum
depends on the width of the T -range used for the analysis.
If the T -range spreads over two T -decades, one term is
8sufficient, implying a Kondo temperature that we identify
with our previous TKeff . If the T -range is extended to
a third decade, two terms are necessary to describe the
susceptibility:
χ(T ) = χK1(T, TK1) + χK2(T, TK2) with TK1 ≫ TK2
(2)
As shown in Appendix B, the value of TKeff lies in be-
tween those of TK1 and TK2. To fit susceptibility data
with the formula Eq.2 is difficult because one deals with
F (T/TK1) and F (T/TK2) which are not simple analytic
functions. However, in view of the properties of F (t),
we can simplify the analysis in two cases: T < TK1
and T ≫ TK2. Indeed, for T < TK1, the χK1 should
have reached its saturated value and thus can be re-
placed by a constant in formula Eq.2. For T ≫ TK2, the
χK2 lies in the high temperature Kondo regime, where
the Kondo susceptibility is given by a Curie term with
logarithmic corrections. Consequently, one can write:
χK2 = αx2Sq/T when the explored temperature range
is restricted. The value of the parameter q depends
on how the high temperature Kondo susceptibility is
parametrized (See Appendix A). In summary, writing
φ(T, TK) = α(0.616/TK)F (T/TK) we propose the fol-
lowing formula:
T < TK1 : χ(T ) = Constant+ x2Sφ(T, TK2) (3a)
T ≫ TK2 : χ(T ) ≈ x1Sφ(T, TK1) + αqx2S/T, (3b)
Hereafter, qx2 will be denoted by x
∗
2. Let us apply this
analysis for sample B− b. First, the value of TK1 should
be larger than 1.2 K, the previous estimate of TKeff .
Then, we can fit the data obtained below 1 K (< TK1)
with formula Eq.3a. The fit provides a value for TK2
equal to about 100 mK. Turning now to the analysis of
the data obtained at T ≥ 2K, we note that the T/TK2
values are huge in that T -range: From 20 up to 103 for
T ranging from 2 K to 100 K. It follows that we can ap-
ply the formula Eq.3b to fit the data obtained above 2 K.
The obtained fit is even better than that carried out with
a single TK (See Fig.9), due to the addition of the third
fitting parameter qx2. The fit provides a value of TK1
equal to 3.35 K. Thus, we have explored a T/TK1 range,
from 0.6 (for T = 2 K) to 30 (T = 100 K), which allows
us to neglect the deviations of F (T/TK1) in φ(T, TK1)
from the S = 1/2 results (See Appendix A). For the
other samples (C−a, E−a2, E−a3) studied below 2 K,
we also observed strong deviations of their susceptibility
below 2 K from the extrapolated curve fit χK(T, TKeff),
as we showed for sample C − a in Fig.10. This stim-
ulates us to reanalyze all the data, even restricted to
the [2 K-100 K] T -range, with a two-TK model and to
compare the values of the fitting parameters with those
(TKeff , xKeff ) deduced previously. It is the subject of
the following section.
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1. Susceptibility
For all samples, the one-TK Kondo fit of the suscep-
tibility over two T -decades was good. Consequently, an
even better fit of the same data using a two-TK model
(formula Eq.3b) is not surprising. Actually, the surprise
comes from the remarkable and very simple result pro-
vided by the latter fit: The TK1 value is found to be con-
stant within our accuracy, i.e. independent on the mo-
ment concentration in contrast with the previous TKeff
(see Fig.8). More spectacular is that it does so up to
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FIG. 13: x∗2 dependence of Tg in a log-log diagram. The x
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sample R is deduced from Eq.3b where we put x1 = 0 since
no Kondo χ(1/T ) curvatures can be detected for this sample.
The solid line is a power curve fit. The dashed horizontal
straight line indicates the value of TK1
the limit where the χ(1/T ) curvatures have almost dis-
appeared (case of sample M − a shown in Fig.4). We
propose a value of 3.35 ± 0.15 K for TK1, which is that
obtained from data on our largest size samples. Indeed,
the accuracy on TK1 is mainly determined by that of the
susceptibility data which is the better the larger sample
mass is (hence the error bars in Fig.8). Another result
concerns the amplitude parameters x1 and x
∗
2 deduced
from Eq.3b assuming S = 5/2. First, the sum of x1 and
x∗2 is found to be proportional to the xeff previously de-
duced: See the diagram in the inset of Fig.11. More pre-
cisely, we find x1+x
∗
2 = 1.32×xeff . Second, both x1 and
x∗2 increase with xeff , but at a different rate: See Fig.11.
About the x1 +x
∗
2 ∼ xeff , we find the result obtained in
Appendix B from an over-simplified TK-distribution: A
two-TK analysis provides the same information than the
one-TK analysis about the moment concentration. Let us
take xeff as the moment concentration, at least in the
following comment of the evolution of x1 and x
∗
2 with
xeff . Quantitatively, both x1 and x
∗
2 are found to follow
power laws over the present xeff -range, but with a differ-
ent exponent value: x1 ∝ x0.75eff and x∗2 ∝ x1.3eff as shown in
Fig.11. Then, we can deduce the evolution of the normal-
ized distribution P (TK) with the moment concentration
xeff : The weight of the susceptibility term associated to
TK1 is given by x1/xeff , while that, x2/xeff , associated
to TK2 is reflected by the x
∗
2/xeff value. These weights
are represented as functions of xeff in Fig.12.
At this stage, we can draw some interesting and sim-
ple conclusions. First, we could split the susceptibility
into two contributions, each exhibiting a specific behav-
ior. One (χK1) is Kondo-like with a Kondo tempera-
ture (TK1) independent on the moment concentration.
The other contribution (χK2), to which we attribute an
almost vanishing Kondo temperature, follows nearly a
Curie law above 2 K. The more striking result is that
the behavior of the two contributions holds with the
same characteristics when the moment concentration is
increased up to that one where the Kondo contribution
disappears (sample R). Let us focus now on the (almost)
non Kondo contribution to the susceptibility. As shown
below, it behaves as the susceptibility of a RKKY spin-
glass containing a spin concentration proportional to x∗2.
First, χK2(T ) ∝ x∗2/T above 2 K. Second, one finds Tg
obeying a power law of x∗2: Tg ∝ (x∗2)0.68 and, strikingly
enough, it does so over almost two decades of x∗2 when
the data for sample R are included: See Fig.13. It is be-
cause of this very large x∗2 range that we can deduce the
exponent value rather accurately (0.68±0.02) taking into
account the relative precision on the (Tg, x
∗
2) values. A
similar power law governs the Tg dependence on the mo-
ment concentration in purely RKKY spin-glasses. More-
over the exponent value equals that found for the canon-
ical Cu − Mn spin-glass4. To complete the panorama
of the susceptibility features, let us focus on the disap-
pearance of the χ(1/T ) curvatures. It occurs for sample
R while χ(1/T ) curvatures are still present for sample
M − a which is only 3 times less magnetic (See Fig.4).
Thus sample R can be taken as a crossover sample: Its
moment concentration could be the minimum one neces-
sary to observe RKKY couplings dominating fully. An-
other interesting feature is that the Tg becomes compa-
rable with TK1 when the concentration is increased up to
that of sample R: See Fig.13. We shall discuss these two
points in Sec. V. In summary, our analysis gives sim-
ple results in the zero-field limit (susceptibility analysis).
The question is to know wether such an analysis holds
when moderate or even large fields are applied. This is
the object of the next section.
2. Magnetization M(H) at 2K
In a general way, one can write the magnetization as:
M = Nx×gµBS×P (H,T, TJ , TK . . .). Here, x and P are
the actual moment concentration and average spin polar-
ization respectively. P varies from 0 to 1 when the field
is increased from 0 up to values large enough to overcome
the temperature and interaction effects. Here, the largest
characteristic temperature is TK1. Then, because the
maximum field attainable in our magnetometers equals
70 kOe, the available maximum value of µBH/kBTK1
equals 1.4. Surely, this value is not large enough for a
complete study of the magnetization up to its saturation
value but it is expected to be sufficiently large for gener-
ating markedM(H) curvatures suitable for a meaningful
analysis. Formally, it is possible to decompose the mag-
netization of any sample at a given field and temperature
as the sum of two terms:
M(H,T ) = NgµBS[x1P1(H,T, T
∗
1 ) + x2P2(H,T, T
∗
2 )]
(4)
where x1 and x2 have the values deduced from the sus-
ceptibility analysis. Here, we consider the more general
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formula for the M(H,T ) decomposition above Tg. We
only assume the T ∗i to be characteristic energy scales for
the interactions in the presence of a field and we attribute
no explicit physical meaning to the Pi. In the zero field
limit where M = χH , formula Eq.4 is equivalent to Eq.2
with T ∗1 = TK1 and T
∗
2 = TK2. But we have no partic-
ular reason to assume that the same simple result holds
in large fields, especially when µBH/kB becomes com-
parable to TK1. Surely, one can use formula Eq.4 to fit
the magnetization data for large fields but, then, each
T ∗i could depend on the variable parameters, i.e. H , T
and the moment concentration. To clarify this point, we
present an analysis of the magnetization measured at 2
K. This temperature has the advantage to lie in-between
Tg and TK1. Indeed this allows us to examine P1(H) in
the more relevant, i.e. low-temperature, Kondo regime
(2 K ≈ 0.6 × TK1) but also to escape the spin-glass or-
der regime (2 K > Tg). However spin-glass transition
effects do affect the magnetization in moderate and large
fields, even well above Tg (See for instance Ref. 8). It is
because the terms non-linear in the field of the magneti-
zation increase rapidly (up to exhibit a divergence) when
T is decreased down to Tg. Thus, to avoid this additional
difficulty, we restricted the magnetization analysis to the
samples of Tg smaller than about one tenth of the mea-
surement temperature 2 K. This implies to restrict the
study to our less magnetic samples, the more magnetic
one among them being C−a of Tg= 230 mK. TheM(H)
data of some of these samples are shown in Fig.14. To
analyze our data, we intend to use formula Eq.4. But, in
this formula, the parameter x2 appears explicitly whereas
we only deduced previously the value of x∗2 (= q×x2) for
each sample. As the q value is unknown, we transform
Eq.4 as follows:
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M(H,T )
NgµBx1S
= P1(H,T, T
∗
1 ) +
x∗2
x1
P2(H,T, T
∗
2 )
q
, (5)
The formula Eq.5 is interesting because it contains only
two unknown parameters: P1 and P2/q. Indeed, the sam-
ple dependent parameter x∗2/x1, denoted X in the follow-
ing, can be calculated for each sample from our suscepti-
bility results. It increases with the moment concentration
since x∗2/x1 ∝ x0.55eff following the results in Sec. IVB 1.
The parameter M(H,T )/NgµBx1S, that we denote Y ,
can be deduced from the measured M(H,T ) and the x1
value. The value of T has been fixed: T = 2 K. Let us
fix the value of H and analyze Y as a function of X .
One finds Y to vary linearly with X , whatever the fixed
field value: See Fig.15. This proves that the magneti-
zation obeys Eq.5 with T ∗1 and T
∗
2 independent of the
moment concentration. Therefore, we proved that the
simple decomposition of the magnetization in terms of
two (and only two) independent contributions holds up
to large fields. The next step is to examine the field de-
pendence of P1 and P2/q at 2 K. At each field value, the
values of P1 and P2/q are given by the best linear fit
of the Y (X) data. We represent them as a function of
the field in Fig.16. In this Figure, one observes readily
that P1(H) and P2(H) behave in a completely different
way. P1 increases continuously with the field, with no
tendency to reach its saturated value, even at 70 kOe.
This feature is thus in strong contrast with the magneti-
zation of non-interacting spins 5/2, which reaches almost
its saturation value above 10 kOe at 2 K. It suggests that
P1 is governed by a large characteristic temperature over
the whole field-range. Even more striking, the evolution
of P1(H) with H at 2 K (i.e. ≈ 0.6 × TK1) appears to
be similar to that of the theoretical Kondo polarization
Pth(H/TK) calculated at T = 0 for spins 1/2. In Fig.16,
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the full curve is that of Figure 6.2 in Ref.2 rescaled with
our TK1 value (3.35 K)
19. This quantitative similarity
calls for three comments. First, it suggests strongly that
P1 is governed by only one energy scale: TK1, over the
whole studied field-range. Thus T ∗1 = TK1 in formula
Eq.4 for fields from 0 up to at least 70 kOe (µBH/kBTK1
from 0 to 1.4). Second, because the saturated value of
Pth(H/TK) equals 1 in the calculation, that of P1(H)
should do the same, which was not among the starting
hypothesis. The third comment is about the fact that
the Pth has been calculated for spins 1/2 whereas the
Mn spins are expected to equal 5/2. In Appendix A,
we recall the result obtained for the susceptibility in the
(n = 2S)-model: A Kondo moment behaves as n Kondo
spins 1/2 in view of formula Eq.A3. One of the best
possibilities for checking the latter prediction consists
in studying the field-curvatures of the spin polarization.
Presently, the close agreement between P1(H, 2K) and
Pth(H,T = 0) suggests strongly that this prediction is
correct and indeed valid up to fields at which the polar-
ization is rather large: See Fig.16. However, some details
of the P1 behavior remain obscure. Up to 3 kOe, P1 is
found to vary linearly with an initial slope identical with
the previous χK1 results at 2 K. Note that at this tem-
perature, χK1 equals about 80% of its value at T = 0,
hence P1(H,T = 2K) = 0.8×Pth(H,T = 0) at low fields.
But at larger fields, up to 20 kOe, P1 varies slightly more
rapidly than the field, which makes the agreement be-
tween P1(H,T = 2K) and Pth(H,T = 0) closer than
it could be expected. This feature cannot be explained
by the scattering of the Y and X data and is not pre-
dicted theoretically, at least not for spins 1/2. Let us
now comment on the P2/q behavior. It appears to reach
a saturation value very rapidly when compared to the P1
case, which tends to prove that the characteristic tem-
perature for the interactions is very low compared to 2
K. It was the result obtained previously in the zero field
limit. Thus we propose: T ∗2 ≈ 0 in formula Eq.4 what-
ever the field value. Note that the decrease of P2/q at
increasing fields above 30 kOe could be nothing else that
an artifact due to the errors in the determination of P1
and P2. Indeed, the relative weight of the P2/q contri-
bution with respect to P1 decreases at increasing fields.
This is obvious in Fig.15. In turns, to impose a constant
P2/q value equal to 0.2 in the linear fit of Y (X) above 25
kOe does not change drastically the P1 values obtained
previously: See the open squares in Fig.16. In summary,
we have found that the split of the low field magneti-
zation (susceptibility case) into two contributions, each
governed by a different energy scale (the TK1 and an al-
most vanishing TK2), holds up to rather large fields over
the whole studied field range. We found the P1 to be
described by the theoretical polarization calculated for
spins 1/2. Note that we found a saturated value of P2/q
nearly equal to 0.2, Then, if one assumes the saturated
value of P2 to be equal to 1, one deduces a q value equal
to about 5. This point is discussed in the next section.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Preliminarily, we have recalled the two opposite limit-
ing cases, pure RKKY and pure Kondo, associated with
two distinct energy scales: The TJ (∝ x) which charac-
terizes pure (no Kondo) RKKY coupling effects and the
TK0 which characterizes the single impurity Kondo inter-
action. Our more magnetic sample (R sample) seems to
fall in the first limiting case, that of a x sufficiently large
so that only RKKY features are detected. When decreas-
ing the moment concentration, we observed Kondo sus-
ceptibility features at moderate and large temperatures
and a spin glass transition at lower temperature. This
led us to analyze the susceptibility above Tg with pure
Kondo models, ignoring temporarily the RKKY interac-
tions. The only additional hypothesis, that of a broad
P (TK), was introduced because we found no saturation
of the susceptibility at very low temperature. We found
a way for fitting easily our data: It consists in replac-
ing the broad TK-distribution by a bimodal one. In-
deed, both give the same averaged Kondo susceptibility
in our T -range, as we showed from a very simple calcu-
lation. Of course, because of the bimodal distribution
treatment, the susceptibility takes simply the form of a
sum of two contributions. A priori, there is no physi-
cal meaning in this decomposition which can be achieved
for any given sample. It is only by studying the char-
acteristic features of each contribution when varying the
moment concentration by two decades that we hit on
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a remarkable result: The behaviors of the two limiting
cases (pure Kondo, pure RKKY) appear to coexist in the
same sample whatever x and are sufficient to describe the
χ(T ) and the M(H). In particular, this decomposition
holds up to the moment concentration where the Kondo
susceptibility features disappear completely. Let us sum-
marize. One contribution appears to obey the character-
istic x-independent features of single Kondo impurities
in as much as the temperature dependence of the suscep-
tibility (the χK1) is concerned as well as the low-T field
dependence of the polarization (the P1). Consequently,
we conclude that TK1 is the bare Kondo temperature
TK0. The other contribution is that one expected for
a pure RKKY spin-glass: The TK is (almost) vanish-
ing, the susceptibility (the χK2) varies as 1/T above Tg,
the Tg varies with x
∗
2 as the Tg of standard spin-glasses
does with the moment concentration and, finally, well
above Tg, the spin polarization (the P2) reaches its sat-
urated value in a moderate field (at least at 2 K). At
varying moment concentration, the characteristics of the
two contributions remain unchanged, only their relative
weights vary, obeying x∗2 ∝ x1.81 within our concentration
range (Sec. IVB). When assuming that xeff does re-
flect the (a priori unknown) moment concentration, we
found that the purely Kondo contribution (∝ x1/xeff )
decreases while the RKKY contribution (∝ x∗2/xeff ) in-
creases when increasing the moment concentration. Note
that even for samples where the Kondo couplings are
dominating, thus of very small x∗2/xeff , the χK2 contri-
bution ends to be spectacularly dominant at low T . In-
deed, when decreasing the temperature, the χK1 tends to
reach its saturated value whereas the χK2 contribution
continues to increase. An example is given for sample
B − b in Fig.9: See the χK1(T ) and χK2(T ) evolution
with temperature. Of course this χK2 dominance at low
T is more and more evident when the moment concentra-
tion, and thus the x∗2 weight, increases: Compare Fig.10
with lower part of Fig.9. This trend is apparent even
above 2 K as it can be seen in Fig.6. Note that finding
TK1 (identified to TK0) constant whereas the moment
concentration x is varied by orders of magnitude proves
that the electronic structure is not affected by large x
changes. In that sense, our system exhibits the same re-
markable property as the heavy fermion Ce1−xLaxPb3
where, fortuitously, TK and the crystal field splitting are
concentration independent, which enabled a proof of sin-
gle moment properties20. In Al−Pd−Mn QC, this prop-
erty can be attributed to the fact that the moment con-
centration remains small (< 1%). More fundamentally,
it was expected because large variations of the moment
concentration can be achieved with minimal changes of
the overall number of Mn atoms.
Our results are the more striking as they were obtained
from an analysis using only very general hypothesis from
the outset. At this stage, let us attempt to explain our
results with different models. First, the problem can
be treated on a macroscopic scale. For instance, one
can assume that the thermodynamic quantities, χ(T ),
M(H,T ) or the magnetic specific heat CP (T ), can be
developed as a series of terms reflecting successively a
single-impurity effect (pure Kondo), a two-impurity ef-
fect (RKKY)... in the way described in Ref.21. But
other hypothesis exist in terms of microscopical models
able to yield TK distributions. In such models, broadly
distributed environments of the spins are required to gen-
erate a P (TK). Let us consider several models. The first
one is based on strong fluctuations of the local DOS ρlocal
assumed to trigger the TK value
22 (as well as the RKKY
couplings23) instead of the average DOS. To apply this
model in case of QC is conceivable due to the multiplic-
ity of local atomic environments and specific electronic
structure7. However this model can hardly provide an
evolution of the ρlocal distribution with the moment con-
centration able to account accurately for the evolution of
the xi. Let us now consider microscopical models based
on magnetic proximity effects assumed to decrease lo-
cally TK with respect to TK0. Then the TK distribution
is due to the multiplicity of local magnetic environments
(distances between spins, local spin concentration). This
model implies a x-dependent P (TK). The upper limit of
P (TK) equals TK0. The broadness of P (TK) is achieved
for a lower limit of P (TK) (almost) vanishing when com-
pared to TK0. In the general case, such a x-dependent
P (TK), even with the upper bounding limit TK0, cannot
be expected to give a x-independent TK1 when inter-
preted in terms of a bimodal distribution.
However, it is the latter model that we develop in the
following because it can be easily transformed into an ad
hoc model able to account for our results. Indeed, one
can introduce the following two additional assumptions
which forces the TK-distribution to be really bimodal.
The first one is a single-impurity Kondo behavior, with
TK = TK0, robust enough to apply as soon as the spins
are separated by a distance larger than a characteristic
length RC . The second (and perhaps stronger) hypothe-
sis is a TK collapsing very rapidly as soon as the distance
between spins becomes smaller than RC . In summary,
a spin Si can be considered as magnetically ’isolated’
with a TK equal to TK0 if no other spin lies in a sphere
of radius RC centered at site i. In the opposite case,
spin Si is ’non isolated’ and its TK is assumed to be (al-
most) vanishing. In our case, the TK1 could characterize
the behavior of ’isolated’ spins and thus could be iden-
tified with TK0. Let us focus on RC . It may refer to
the length scale introduced in different scenario for the
TK-collapse due to proximity effects: See the discussion
in Ref.21. The first one is about Kondo cloud overlap:
The conduction electrons involved in the different Kondo
clouds of radius ξK are assumed to be almost orthogo-
nal. So, the single-impurity Kondo model should hold
even when ξK is larger than the distance between mo-
ments. Its breakdown has been predicted only for dis-
tances between moments much shorter than ξK , at least
at 3D21. This leads to a RC which thus is not too large
although the formula for ξK (ξK = h¯vF /kBTK) yields
a huge ξK value, lying in the µm range for TK ∼ 1K
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and if one identifies vF with the standard Fermi velocity
of pure simple metals. However, the latter assumption
is controversial, the ξK could be much smaller. More-
over in QC, the Fermi velocity as defined for free elec-
trons is not pertinent because of the specific electronic
properties of QC (flat bands)24. Another possible mech-
anism for the local TK depression is a RKKY coupling di-
rectly competing with the Kondo interaction. Then, one
has to compare TK0 with a local energy scale TJ.loc(i)
which reflects the RKKY interactions that spin Si un-
dergoes from the other spins. One can write: TJ.loc(i) =
|Si
∑
j JijSj| from which a local length scale Ri can be
defined: 1/R3i ∝ |
∑
j(SiSj/S
2)× cos(2krij)/r3ij | so that
TJ.loc(i) ∝ S2/R3i . Then aRC can be naturally defined as
the length for which TJ.loc(RC) ∼ TK0. Consider the two
following limiting cases when the temperature decreases.
First, if TK0 ≫ TJ.loc(i) (Ri ≫ RC), the individual mo-
ments are Kondo quenched before the RKKY coupling
can become effective. Then the TK of spin Si equals TK0.
Second, for TJ.loc(i)≫ TK0 (Ri ≪ RC), the RKKY cou-
pling is fully effective well above TK0, impeding the Si to
be quenched at lower temperature25. In the latter case,
when only two spins are involved (TJ.loc(i) = |JijSiSj|),
the spins of the two impurities compensate each other for
an antiferromagnetic RKKY coupling. But if the RKKY
coupling is ferromagnetic, one gets a resulting spin 2S of
behavior different from that of single spins25. The prob-
lem of comparable TJ.loc(i) and TK0 is difficult to solve
even in the two-impurity case: See Refs 25 and 26 and
references therein.
In short, we can use a microscopic model where x1
and x2 are actual concentrations of spins, the ’isolated’
ones with TK1 = TK0 and the ’non isolated’ ones with
TK ≈ 0 respectively. Then the actual total moment con-
centration x equals x1 + x2. Here we note that the ex-
haustion problem is not solved when considering only the
’isolated’ spins, although x1 < xeff and TK1 is larger
than the TKeff considered in Sec. IVA. A calculation
similar to that done in Sec. IVA shows that the num-
ber ne of conduction electrons available for the Kondo
screening is, depending on x1, 20 to 300 times smaller
than that, 2SNx1, necessary to screen all the ’isolated’
Mn spins. In addition TK1 does not follow qualitatively
the 1/x1 law predicted to reconcile the exhaustion prob-
lem with the possibility to observe a Kondo effect (Sec.
IVA). In strong contrast, TK1 is constant over our whole
concentration range. This calls for further theoretical
explanations27. Granted that, the present microscopic
model well accounts qualitatively for our main results, in-
dependently of the TK-collapse mechanism. Let us start
from extremely low moment concentration: The proba-
bility x1/x to have ’isolated’ spins should be maximum,
thus equal to 1. But it is expected to decrease with in-
creasing moment concentration while that (x2/x) of the
’non isolated’ spins increases, which agrees with the re-
sults shown in Fig.12 when xeff is identified with x. In-
terestingly enough in this model, when the moment con-
centration is increased up to the limit where the mean
distance r¯ between moments equals about RC , only a
few spins are still ’isolated’. Then the system should
be (almost) fully dominated by the RKKY interactions
and the χ(1/T ) curvatures should have vanished. This
is precisely what we observed when the moment concen-
tration x is increased up to that of sample R. Hence
we identify the value of RC with that of r¯ (= a × x1/3)
of sample R. Here, a is the inter-atomic distance. If x
of sample R is simply deduced from the measured Curie
constant (assuming S = 5/2), one finds a r¯ and thus a
RC equal to about 5.3 × a (13 A˚). This model also pre-
dicts spin-glass transition features which well agree with
our results. Indeed, the ’non isolated’ spins can be as-
sumed to undergo RKKY interactions since their TK is
vanishing whatever the TK-collapse origin is. In addition,
because Tg is smaller than the TK1 of the ’isolated’ spins,
the latter should be Kondo quenched and thus transpar-
ent for the RKKY interactions at Tg. Hence, for the
spin-glass transition, the sample behaves as if the only
existing spins are the ’non isolated’ ones. It follows a Tg
expected to obey a power of x2 with a standard exponent
value (≈ 0.7), which we precisely found experimentally.
More surprisingly, in view of the crudeness of the un-
derlying hypothesis, the predictions of the present model
account even quantitatively, and not only qualitatively,
for our results, as shown below. This is the more cor-
rect, the smaller the moment concentration in order to
have only ’isolated’ spins and pairs, but not triplets, of
spins with rij < RC . Then, the pair concentration is
small, so each pair, which occupies a small region (lin-
ear size RC) in the space, is separated from the other
ones by large distances. Consequently, the RKKY in-
teraction should be rather strong between two spins of
a pair (because Jij ∝ 1/r3ij and rij < RC), but much
smaller between the spins of two different pairs because
of the distance (≫ RC) between pairs. Then one expects
the RKKY coupling to generate distinct effects depend-
ing on the temperature range. When the temperature
is decreased, the first effective RKKY interactions are
those coupling two spins in a pair, forming a ferromag-
netic F -pair (spin 2S) or an antiferromagnetic AF -pair
(spin 0) depending on the value of kF rij . It is only at
much lower temperature that the spins 2S of the F -pair
undergo RKKY couplings from the other ones to yield a
spin-glass transition. This picture implies that P2, which
becomes a polarization of true moments in the model,
is a polarization of F -pairs at moderate T . This agrees
with our P2/q results for the less magnetic samples (Sec.
IVB 2): We found P2/q at 2 K to scale with a Brillouin
law (See Fig.16) with a spin value equal to nearly 4, thus
comparable with the resulting spin of a F -pair of two
spins S = 2. However, two additional conditions have to
be introduced to achieve a quantitative agreement. The
first one is an equal probability to have F and AF pairs,
which is expected for perfect disordered configurations
because of the very rapid oscillations of the RKKY cou-
pling with distance within RC . The second condition is
a large S value. This allows to account for χK2 vary-
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ing simply with 1/T over the whole T -range above Tg
because the Curie constant for a collection of such pairs
can be considered as temperature independent. As an
example, consider only 4 individual non Kondo spins S:
Their Curie constant equals α× 4× S(S + 1) while that
of two pairs of spins, one F -like (spin 2S), the other AF -
like (spin 0), equals α×2S(2S+1) = α×4×S(S+1/2).
Hence the Curie constant is almost the same for large S
values, whether the spins are RKKY-correlated in pairs
at low temperature or uncorrelated at large tempera-
ture. A straightforward calculation provides a similar
result in case of triplets, quadruplets ... when the ferro-
magnetic and antiferromagnetic RKKY couplings are of
equal probability. In our case, if we assume TK2 = 0,
we can write χK2 = α× x2 × Sq/T with q varying from
S + 1/2 to S + 1 when increasing the temperature. In
contrast, the present pair hypothesis modify the mag-
netization analysis. Indeed, when the moments of each
pair are correlated, only F -pairs (spin 2S, concentration
x2/4) contribute to the magnetization: The latter equals
NgµB × (x2/4) × 2S × P2, i.e. half the second term of
M in Eq.4. This implies a modification of formula Eq.5
as follows: Y = P1 + X × P2/2q. Hence it is the sat-
urated value of P2/2q, instead of that of P2/q, which
has to be identified with the value 0.2 in Sec. IVB 2.
It follows q = 2.5 since P2 is a normalized polarization
in the model, thus of saturated value equal to 1. Thus,
we obtain three converging results when comparing the
model and the data and assuming TK2 to equal strictly
zero: S = 2 from the Brillouin fit of P2, q = (S + 1/2)
to (S + 1) from the susceptibility and q = 2.5 from the
saturated value of the magnetization. So, at least for low
moment concentrations, the present microscopic model
appears to well account for the RKKY dominated term
of the magnetization provided that one assumes TK2 = 0,
an effective Mn spin equal to 2 and an equal number of
the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic pairs.
The present model also allows to readily express the
concentrations x1 and x2 in terms of π0 the probability
for a spin to be ’isolated’ as previously done in Refs 1
and 28. In case of a perfect random distribution of the
moments in space, 1− x is the probability for any given
atomic site to carry no spin. Hence x1 = x × π0 and
x2 = x × (1 − π0) where π0 = (1 − x)Z with Z the
number of atomic sites in a sphere with radius RC : Z =
(4π/3) × (RC/a)3. For vanishing x (x ≪ 1/Z), x1 <∼ x
and x2 ≈ Z × x2 (thus ≈ Z × x21). The above (non
simplified) x1(x, Z) and x2(x, Z) laws does not allow to
fit, even poorly, our data over the whole x = x1 + x2
range. Here we calculate x2 using x2 = x
∗
2/q and q = 2.5
from the previous discussion. However the fits can be
forced for samples as or less magnetic than C − a (x =
6 × 10−4): See Fig.17, providing a value for Z: ≈ 530.
(Note that we find actually x2 ∝ x1.81 and that over our
whole concentration range, see Sec. IVB.) Strikingly,
this Z value yields a RC value (≈ 5 × a), thus obtained
only for weakly magnetic samples, in excellent agreement
with that (5.3 × a) obtained from the above arguments
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FIG. 17: x1 (solid circles) and x2 = x
∗
2/q (open squares) are
plotted vs. x1 + x2 in a Log-Log diagram. Here, q = 2.5.
The solid curve are the fitting curves with a simple xi(x, Z)
dependence (See text), which roughly works only for samples
less magnetic than sample C − a.
on the disappearance of the Kondo χ(1/T ) curvatures in
the more magnetic samples.
Up to now, we did not find any difference between the
predictions of the Kondo cloud overlap and local com-
petition RKKY× Kondo pictures, especially for low mo-
ment concentrations. However, the latter model could
better explain the following two features exhibited by
the more magnetic samples. First, for a sample of mean
distance r¯ between moments comparing with RC , most
TJ.loc(i) compare with TK1. Now the value of Tg re-
flects that of the TJ.loc(i) averaged over all spins when
no spin is Kondo-like. It follows that the Tg for a sam-
ple of r¯ ∼ RC should compare with TK1 in the present
assumption. It is exactly what we found experimentally
for sample R where we associated r¯ with RC : Its Tg (3.6
K) compares with TK1 (3.35 K). The second feature is
the discrepancy found between the experimental x1 and
x2 and the x1(x, Z) and x2(x, Z) calculated for a perfect
random distribution of Mn spins in the space. This dis-
crepancy is all the more marked when the moment con-
centration increases: See the data and the x1(x, Z) and
x2(x, Z) fitting curves extrapolated from the low moment
concentration regime in Fig.17. A local RKKY × Kondo
competition assumption allows to reconcile the data with
the predictions made in case of a purely random spatial
distribution of the moments. Indeed, a spin Sj separated
from spin Si by a distance smaller than RC can gener-
ate a RKKY effect at site i partially cancelled by other
spins lying more or less far away from site i. In con-
sequence, a spin Si at the center of a sphere of Z sites
(Z ∝ R3C) can be ’isolated’ although other spins may lie
inside the sphere. It follows that x1 could be larger than
x× (1−x)Z at large concentration. In conclusion, micro-
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scopic models, especially that of a local RKKY× Kondo
competition, account quantitatively for our results, in-
cluding many details, over the whole here-studied [T,H ]
range.
Let us end the present discussion by comparing our
method of analysis and our results with previously pub-
lished works where thermodynamic quantities (suscepti-
bility, specific heat) were decomposed into two contri-
butions. First, let us quote the magnetization analysis
performed for dilute alloys, first for Fe in Cu in the
early 70’s1. The authors built a microscopic model of
’isolated’ Kondo impurities and (almost non Kondo) im-
purity pairs to account for their results. In this case,
because of the solubility limit of Fe in Cu, the largest
studied moment concentration was small, equal to that of
our sample C − a (6× 10−4). Interesting enough, our re-
sults are similar to those for Fe in Cu in the same x-range
(< 6× 10−4). But, in addition, we could observe sizable
low temperature P1(H) curvatures up to 70 kOe, which
was not possible for Fe in Cu due to its large TK1 value
(∼ 12 K deduced following our procedure). For Fe in
Cu, one could argue that the magnetization decomposi-
tion was actually forced by a chemical segregation of the
Fe atoms into pair, triplets ... . But more essentially,
the smallness of the Fe concentration, and thus of the
averaged RKKY couplings, made these samples mainly
Kondo dominated. Then one could argue the RKKY ef-
fect to give only a perturbative correction which simply
adds to the Kondo susceptibility. Our results bring the
question up again since, actually, the same magnetiza-
tion decomposition holds up to concentrations where the
RKKY couplings become dominant and thus cannot be
anymore considered as a perturbation. Another example
in the literature is the analysis of the magnetic specific
heat CP in Ce alloys
29. It is the case for instance of
Ce(In3−ySny) where the moment concentration (which
is large) is kept constant but where the random Sn sub-
stitution to In atoms induces environment fluctuations
around each Ce atom. This makes the analysis much
more complicated than in our case because the charac-
teristics of each contributions (Kondo, RKKY) and not
only their relative weight depend on the composition pa-
rameter y.
VI. CONCLUSION
We studied a system (QC Al−Pd−Mn) which belongs
to the same category as the dilute alloys concerning the
problem of the RKKY×Kondo competition. However, it
is a case where the fewMn atoms which carry an effective
spin can be of broadly varying concentration whereas the
Mn atoms are a component of the structure, of nearly
fixed concentration. Because of the magnitude of the in-
volved characteristic energy scales and the possibility to
tune the moment concentration up to a point where the
Kondo features disappear completely, we could obtain
relevant results that we analyzed with no preconceived
assumptions. Surpringly, we were led straightforwardly
to a very simple result: The magnetization (and thus
the susceptibility) is the sum of two contributions, one
purely Kondo (TK1 = 3.35 K), the other one dominated
by RKKY couplings. These two contributions coexist
with the same characteristic temperatures, whatever the
moment concentration up to that one where the RKKY
interactions dominate fully. When building microscopi-
cal pictures, we found that different mechanisms (Kondo
cloud overlap, RKKY) for breaking locally the Kondo
effect account quantitatively for our data with an equal
success. It is only by an analysis of the more magnetic
samples, where the Kondo effects become negligible, that
we could propose the local RKKY× Kondo competition
as the best candidate to explain the local TK depression.
To conclude, we can ask the question whether all these
models really correspond to a physics relevant at a mi-
croscopic level or provide a predictive picture for actually
a more macroscopic and subtle physics such as two-fluids
models do.
APPENDIX A: SINGLE-IMPURITY KONDO
RESULTS
Only one energy scale, the Kondo temperature TK ,
accounts for the single impurity magnetic behavior in
the pure spin case (orbital moment L = 0). Hence a
Kondo susceptibility χK(S, T, TK) depending only on T ,
TK and the spin value S. The Bethe ansatz calcula-
tions performed in the frame of the (n = 2S)-model
showed that the temperature dependence of the suscep-
tibility is the same for a spin 1/2 and a spin larger than
1/211,12. So we first recall the results for a spin 1/2.
In the following, formula are written for a collection of
spins, with concentration x, and N denotes the total
number of atoms. Wilson13 showed that the suscepti-
bility χK can be expressed in terms of an implicit equa-
tion of the form: φ(y) = ln(t) where φ(y) is a universal
function of y. Here, t = T/TK, y is the relative devia-
tion of the Kondo susceptibility χK from the Curie law
C/T : y = (χK − C/T )/(C/T ) and the Curie constant
C is calculated for a spin 1/2: C = αx(3/4) with α =
N(gµB)
2/3kB. To evaluate χK(T, TK) amounts to calcu-
late y(t). One can write χK(T, TK) = (C/TK)(y(t)+1)/t
and thus χK(T ) = χK(T = 0)F (t) where χK(T = 0) =
Cw/TK and, by definition, F (t = 0) = 1. The value of
the parameter w depends on the definition of TK . That
given by Wilson from a precisely defined procedure ex-
tended to very high T 13 yields w = π−3/2 × e(c+1/4) =
0.4107. . . (c is the Euler’s constant)2. In summary:
χK(S = 1/2, T, TK) =
0.308αx
TK
F (
T
TK
), (A1)
We used the following results in order to build the func-
tion F (T/TK). For T/TK > 30, y remains of moderate
value and perturbation theory can be applied. Hence
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we can deduce χK (to better than 1%) from an asymp-
totic analytic formula for φ(y). Following Wilson13:
φ(y) = −1/y − 0.5ln|y| + 1.5824y. For lower t values,
the behavior is fundamentally non-perturbative. Thus,
for t = 0.1 to 28, we used the renormalization results in
Ref.14. Close to T = 0, the Fermi liquid approach30 pro-
vides: χK(T )/χK(T = 0) = 1−at2 where a =
√
3π3w2/8
(half the value of the a in Ref.2 due to a typing error
in the quoted book). Note that one can approximate
the Kondo susceptibility by a Curie-like term at large
temperatures. It is because, the χK(T ) is dominated
by the C/T term and the corrections, because they are
logarithmic, can be averaged over a restricted T -range.
For instance, F (t)/TK in formula Eq.A1 nearly equals
1.65/T for 20 < t < 1.5× 103, hence: χK = C′/T , with
C′ = 1.65× Cw ≈ 0.68× C, to better than 2%.
To treat the case S > 1/2, one can use the n-
channel Kondo model with n = 2S which yields a com-
pletely spin-compensated ground state. In the frame
of this model, Bethe ansatz calculations which previ-
ously were shown to treat successfully the (S = 1/2)-
case31 have been carried out for S > 1/2. The re-
sults are the following11. For n = 2S, the susceptibility
reaches a saturated value χn(T = 0) at T = 0. When
one defines the Kondo temperature T ′K as given from
formula2,11,12: χn(T = 0) ∝ n/πT ′K (hence ∝ S/πT ′K
and not ∝ S(S + 1)/T ′K), χn(T )/χn(T = 0) is found to
be an almost n-independent function of T/T ′K at low and
moderate T/T ′K . Hence the (n = 2S)-expression :
χK(S, T, T
′
K) =
3αxS
πT ′K
ψ(
T
T ′K
) with ψ(0) = 1 (A2)
where ψ(T/T ′K) is S independent. Other authors checked
the validity of this model by comparing their theoretical
results to experimental susceptibility, resistivity and spe-
cific heat data obtained for some dilute alloys12,32. For-
mula Eq.A2 is equivalent to: χK(S, T, T
′
K) = n×χK(S =
1/2, T, T ′K). So, the present definition of T
′
K makes the
low temperature susceptibility of a spin S = n/2 to be-
have as that of n independent spins 1/2 having the same
T ′K value. When identifying the χn(T = 0) in Formula
Eq.A2 for S = 1/2 with the χK(T = 0) of Wilson, one
finds the relation between the values of T ′K and the Wil-
son’s TK : T
′
K = 2TK/(πw), which allows to rescale for-
mula Eq.A2 using the Wilson’s TK :
χK(S, T, TK) = n×χK(S = 1/2, T, TK), n = 2S (A3)
where χK(S = 1/2) is given in Eq. A1, For T > T
′
K ,
deviations of ψ(T/T ′K) with the S = 1/2 results occur,
increasing with Log(T/T ′K). These deviations are un-
noticeable in the χn(T )/χn(0) curves shown in Fig.1 in
Ref.11. But they can be calculated from the Tχn(T )/Bn
curves in the same diagram. Bn denotes the standard
Curie constant: Bn ∝ S(S+1). These deviations are ex-
pected since Eq.A3 gives an odd limit for χK(S, T, TK),
S > 1/2, when T/T ′K →∞. Indeed, the expected limit is
the susceptibility of non Kondo spins: χ = αxS(S+1)/T
whereas that one calculated from Eq.A3 equals n times
the limit for S = 1/2 and thus αxS(3/2)/T . From
the Tχn(T )/Bn curves in Fig.1, Ref.11, one finds a
good approximation to account for the present devia-
tions for 1 < T/T ′K < 20: ψ(S = 5/2, T/T
′
K) ≈ ψ(S =
1/2, T/T ′K) × (1 + ǫ) where ǫ = 0.0035 × (T/T ′K). In
our case, we found TK1 = 3.35 K (T
′
K =5.2 K) from
the two-TK analysis carried out for 2 K ≤ T ≤ 100 K
(0.4 < T/T ′K < 19) neglecting these deviations. When
using the (1 + ǫ)-correction, we find a TK1 only about
10% smaller than the previous estimate. We conclude
that our analysis above 2 K gives correct results. For
T/T ′K much larger than 20, the deviations of ψ(T/T
′
K)
from the S = 1/2 results are larger. We do not want
to make any assumption, except that χK should equal
αxS(S + 1)/T with logarithmic corrections33,34. This is
the reason for which we write χK = α×Sq/T , q < S+1,
over restricted high-T ranges (q = S + 1 is achieved for
TK strictly equal to zero in case of finite T ). Finally,
let us give the reason why we chose the n = 2S results
instead of a Curie-Weiss (C.W.) law: χK = A/(T + θ) to
fit our data. The C.W. fits provide unreliable estimates
of TK since θ/TK depends on the t range: For instance,
one finds θ = 1.34×TK for 1 < t < 20, θ = 2.77×TK for
10 < t < 100, θ = 3.32× TK for 20 < t < 1500 from the
fit of the function F (t) with a (C.W.) law. Therefore,
from the θ value found for temperatures covering one or
two decades of t, it is impossible to predict accurately the
susceptibility for much lower (or larger) temperatures.
APPENDIX B: P(TK) DISTRIBUTION EFFECT
In many experimental works devoted to Kondo alloys,
the susceptibility has been analyzed with the minimum
number of values of TK (or θ from C.W. laws), neces-
sary to account for the data. For instance, in the case
of dilute alloys such as Cu-Fe1, Pt-Co28, two θ values
were necessary for an analysis carried out down to low
temperatures. Of course, it is the only possible method
for analyzing the data in a simple way. However, such
an analysis can hide the existence of a distribution of
TK as we discuss now. Let us take an over-simplified
example, that of a flat normalized distribution: P(TK)
= 1/(TKmax − TKmin) for TKmin ≤ TK ≤ TKmax and
P(TK) = 0 elsewhere. The calculation of the average sus-
ceptibility χ(T ) =
∫
χ(T, TK) × P (TK)dTK is very sim-
ple when one uses a Curie-Weiss-like laws for χ(T, TK):
This yields qualitatively the results given in the follow-
ing. However, we used the Wilson’s law A1, namely:
χ ∝ (x/TK) × F (T/TK), to calculate numerically χ in
the two following cases. The first case is that of a TK
distribution rather narrow in view of the ln(T ) suscepti-
bility feature. Taking TKmin = TKmax/3, one finds a χ
obeying a single-TK law: χ = (x
∗/T ∗K) × F (T/T ∗K) over
a wide T/T ∗K range, from 10
−2 to 102. The value of x∗ is
found to be almost equal to that of x: x∗ = 0.96×x and
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FIG. 18: The solid squares represent the χ(T ) =
∫
χ(T, TK)×
P (TK)dTK calculated for the P (TK) shown in the figure. Here
the temperatures are in TKmax units. The fits with a single-
TK and a two-TK model for 1 < T < 100 are extrapolated
down to T = 0.01, which shows the domain of validity for the
approximation of χ(T ) as a sum of a limited Kondo terms
T ∗K ≈ TKmax/
√
3. This result shows that a narrow dis-
tribution of TK is undetectable from the analysis of mea-
sured susceptibility. The second case is that of a broad
distribution P (TK) spreading down to TKmin = 0. See
Fig.18: χ can be accurately fitted over two temperature
decades, from T/TKmax =1 to 100, by a single-TK Kondo
susceptibility with T ∗K = 0.415× TKmax. Here again, x∗
almost equals x: x∗ = 0.99 × x. In the same T/TKmax
range, χ can be also fitted by a two-TK model, which
yields: x1 = 0.63×x, TK1 = 0.818×TKmax, x2 = 0.42×x
and TK2 = 0.104 × TKmax. When the T/TKmax-range
is extended to a third temperature decade, namely down
to 0.05, the χ behavior cannot be described by a single-
TK model anymore, but can be accounted for by two-
TK model with parameters values (xi and TKi) close to
those found at T/TKmax > 1. In summary one has:
TK2 < T
∗
K < TK1 and x1+x2 close to the x
∗ value found
from a single-TK fit performed over the two previous tem-
perature decades. Thus, we conclude that, when a sum
of two Kondo susceptibilities is necessary to account for
experimental data over a wide temperature range, one
may actually deal with a distribution of TK , spreading
over a large TK range.
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